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Doctor and Doll, 1929
Norman Rockwell

The Past: How Medical Care was
Traditionally Delivered
• Role of physician is that of sole decision maker (one
person could do it all)
• Medical knowledge “just in case-based” is passed on in
an apprentice-like manner
• Short, as needed encounters that address acute
illnesses (remember the “house call”)
• Established long term relationships with the same
practioner (i.e. “continuity”)
• “Good” patient is passive and compliant with all
physician instructions
• Simple payment structure (i.e. fee for service)

The Book Worm, 1850
Carl Spitzweg

The Past: How Library Services were
Traditionally Delivered
• Role of the librarian is as a passive consultant and
custodian of the collection
• Collections contain well defined, physical, and static
items (e.g., journals, books)
• Provide a few other well defined services (interlibrary
loan, cataloging, mediated searches, collection
management, etc.)
• Simple and predictable subscription costs
• Copyright management is simple
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Medical Care: the Present

The Present: How Medical Care is
Typically Delivered
• Role of physician is that of a highly trained consultant
who often specializes
• Patients expect (and like) “high-tech” medicine
• Patients expect (and like) to see specialists
• Knowledge is passed on using a highly regulated and
standardized educational system (board certification)
• Although there is a large body of “evidence”, little of
this is commonly put into practice

The Present: How Medical Care is
Typically Delivered
• Pre-scheduled encounters with “primary care provider”
• As needed encounters are problematic and usually
require visiting another provider or facility
• Established long term relationships with the same
practioner are rare
• Inter-practioner communication is poor
• There are approximately 200 electronic health record
vendors – none of which are designed to
communication with each other

The Present: How Medical Care is
Typically Delivered
• The adoption of electronic health records is often
touted as “the solution” to health care system problems
• Physician, now the “provider”, is no longer the sole
decision maker
• “Good” patient is not well defined
• Extremely complex payment structure
• Medical errors are a real problem

The Library: The present
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The Present: How Library Services are
Typically Delivered
• Role of librarians is still passive as they act as “tour guides” and
“custodians” of the “traditional” materials and collections
• Provide a larger number of new, less visible, unappreciated,
and less well defined services (i.e. electronic subscription
management, web programming, database programming, etc.)
• The role as educator is increasing
• Library as place is rapidly changing
– Truckloads of journals are disappearing
– Everyone wants electronic access (for free)
– Study rooms are in high demand
• Some librarians proclaim the end of the profession is near!

The Present: How Library Services are
Typically Delivered
• Electronic resources are designed (mostly) to simulate
more traditional forms (i.e. paper journals)
• Many knowledge and information management tasks in
the biosciences are not being addressed well
• Extremely complex and unpredictable subscription
costs
• Copyright management is complex

Medical Care: the Future
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The Future: How Medical Care
Could be Delivered
• Role of physician is as a member of a multi-disciplinary
team of health care providers
• Group visits and other innovative care delivery
structures are used commonly (e.g. telehealth, email,
allied health encounters)
• Current medical evidence integrated for “just in time”
delivery at the point of care
• The practice of medicine is a highly integrated, data
and knowledge driven system that is essentially a
“learning healthcare system”
• “Open Access Scheduling” is widely utilized

The Future: How Medical Care
Could be Delivered
• “Universal” electronic health record
– Excellent communication between all parties involved in
patient care (e.g., hospitals, pharmacies, outpatient offices)
– Patient has easy access to his/her electronic records
– Institutional transfer of medical records is a non-issue
• There is a practioner who is a true care coordinator for a
patient’s overall care (e.g., a “Principal Physician”)
• “Good” patient is well educated on his or her particular illnesses,
actively participates, and takes responsibility for his/her health
care
• Simple and efficient payment structure that incentivizes
preventative medicine and management of chronic conditions
• Medical errors are unusual

The Future: How do we get there?
• We have to think differently
• We have to do things differently
• How we define the role of physician or other health
care providers will have to change
• How we define the role of a patient will have to
change

Example: Worse Air Disaster in History
• Tenerife, Canary Islands, March 27, 1977
• KLM Boeing 747-206B collides with Pan Am
Boeing 747-121 on runway
• 583 killed

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/planecrash/minutes.html
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The Pilot Who Made the Decision to Take Off
• KLM's most senior pilot with 11,700 hours of flight time
• Was a flight instructor for KLM’s 747 pilots
• Nearly all KLM pilots who flew a Boeing 747 airplane
in 1977 had been tutored by him
• He was also a model for KLM's advertisements,
including those in magazines on the planes. He was
nicknamed “Mr. KLM”

http://www.project-tenerife.com

What went wrong
• KLM mistakenly took off without a take-off clearance.
• Pan Am mistakenly continued to exit 4 instead of exiting at
number 3
• Squelched radio messages (two calls between the planes and
the control tower interfered with each other because they
happened at precisely the same instant).
• Use of ambiguous non-standard phrases by the KLM co-pilot
("We're at take off") and the Tenerife control tower ("O.K.").
• The airport, designed to handle smaller aircraft like the Boeing
737, was forced to accommodate a large number of larger
aircraft, resulting in disruption of the normal use of taxiways.

What went wrong
• The flight engineer asked the captain two times
whether he was sure the Pan AM plane had cleared
the runway.
• The captain ignored that warning twice

Example:
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

Example
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center:
• Infant mortality before and after CPOE implementation
• Death rate increased from 2.8% to 6.6% over 5 mos.
after implementation of a computerized physician
order entry system

From Randall Stewart, M.D.

What went wrong
• CPOE implemented with few customizations over just 6 days
• "Dramatic work flow changes" in medication ordering,
verification, dispensing, and administration.
• Vasoactive agents moved to a central pharmacy
• Order entry not possible until patient had arrived at the hospital
and was registered "in the system."
• Because of terminal placement, nurses spent less time at the
bedside and had less face-to-face communication with providers
• no ICU-specific order sets had been programmed
• "...lack of bandwidth on their wireless network . . . likely
contributed to decreased face-to-face interactions . . . . "

The Future: How do we get there?
• Physician culture must change dramatically
• Emphasis on team-based health care delivery
• Emphasis on a systems-based approach to healthcare
in a complex delivery environment
• Physicians need:
– Knowledge management skills
– Information management skills
– People and small group management skills

You see a Library

We see the future of health care
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The Future: How Library Services
Could be Delivered
• Role of librarian is not passive!
• Much of the work librarians do is as active participants
in multi-disciplinary research and education teams
• Library is both a place virtually and physically
– Universal electronic access (almost free)
– Study rooms, class rooms, and other specialized
facilities

The Future: How Library Services
Could be Delivered
• New roles for librarians have emerged:
– Scholarly communication specialist
– Knowledge management technology specialist (i.e.,
“Informationist”)
– Educational technology specialist
– Researcher in all of the above
• The kinds of “collections” librarians manage are
virtually unlimited in form and are dynamically defined
at the state of the art of science

The Future: How Library Services
Could be Delivered
• Journals are mostly electronic but in a variety of new
non-paper-like formats
• Subscription costs are less of a factor as most new
knowledge is freely available on the internet because
of the wide use of open access publishing
• Copyright management is simplified

The Future: How do we get there?
• Think differently
• Do things differently
• How we define the role of librarian will have to
change
• How we define what a library is will have to change

Example: Use of EBM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Systematic reviews/meta-analyses of clinical trials
Randomized, controlled clinical trials
Cohort studies
Case-control studies
Cross-sectional studies
Case series/case reports
Expert opinion
Anecdotal experience

Other Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BMI Fellowships and the NLM
NLM budget
NLM agenda
Institutional policies on open access
Scholarly communication research
Better research on commercial electronic health records

Insanity: doing the same thing over and over
again and expecting different results.

Albert Einstein
(1879 - 1955)

The Future: How do we get there?
• STEP UP!
• Be engaged in “the dialog” and transcend the
traditional passive role.
• Realize you have awesome power to affect
change
• Your ideas do not have to be perfect to act on
them
• Do not fear failure (or let it stop you!)

We immediately become more effective when we
decide to change ourselves rather than asking
things to change for us.

Steven Covey
(1932- )

"The Paradoxical Commandments“
by Kent M. Keith
1. People are illogical, unreasonable, and self-centered. Love them anyway.
2. If you do good, people will accuse you of selfish ulterior motives. Do good
anyway.
3. If you are successful, you will win false friends and true enemies. Succeed
anyway.
4. The good you do today will be forgotten tomorrow. Do good anyway.
5. Honesty and frankness make you vulnerable. Be honest and frank anyway.
6. The biggest men and women with the biggest ideas can be shot down by the
smallest men and women with the smallest minds. Think big anyway.
7. People favor underdogs but follow only top dogs. Fight for a few underdogs
anyway.
8. What you spend years building may be destroyed overnight. Build anyway.
9. People really need help but may attack you if you do help them. Help
people anyway.
10. Give the world the best you have and you'll get kicked in the teeth. Give the
world the best you have anyway.
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